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Overview for this talk
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■ Reference papers

- Theoretical idea: Astrophys. J. Lett. 792, L35 (2014).

(See its abstract below)

- Experimental search: Astrophys. J. 710, 540 (2010).

performed by Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO).

(Discussed later)

■ This study

- Search g-mode oscillation with solar neutrino observed

in Super-Kamiokande using same method performed by SNO.



Super-Kamiokande (SK)
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■ Detector

- Located at Kamioka Japan. 

- 50 kton of ultra pure water tank.

- 20-inch PMTs, 11,129 for ID.

- 22.5 kton for analysis fiducial volume.

- Water Cherenkov light technique.

- Long term operation since 1996 (~22 yrs).

■ Physics target

- Atmospheric neutrino

- Astrophysical neutrino (solar, supernova)

- Proton decay

- Long base line neutrino (T2K)

- Dark matter search etc…

Solar ν

3.5-20 MeV

Supernova ν

20~100 MeV
Atmospheric ν and proton decay

~100 MeV    GeV     TeV PeV



Solar neutrino
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Astrophys. J. 765, 14 (2013).

8B ν produced

at the core

8B ν can be 

detected in SK

■ Production of solar neutrinos

- Nuclear fusion at the core of the Sun.

- SK has observed 8B neutrino because of its high energy.

- Production rate of 8B ν depends on temperature at the core.

→ T24-25 (Tcore~106-7 K). Phys. Rev. D 53, 4202 (1996).



Solar neutrino and g-mode
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■ Neutrino flux (This study)

- Due to g-mode, temperature (electron density) may

fluctuate at the core of the Sun.

- Flux of 8B ν is amplified by a factor of 170!

Astrophys. J. Lett. 792, L35 (2014).
■ Neutrino oscillation 

- Fluctuation of electron density affects neutrino oscillation.

→ MSW effect leads to changes of oscillation pattern.

- Survival probability (Pee) becomes large at high energy.  

No fluctuation

Astrophys. J. 588, L65 (2003).



Solar neutrino in SK
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SK-I 1496 days (4.5-19.5 MeVkin)

5-day long sample (Phys. Rev. D 68, 092002 (2003))

Preliminary Black: SK-I

Red: SK-IV

Background (random)

SK-IV 1664 days

Solar ν

(periodic?)

■ Observation in SK

- ν-e elastic scattering (νX+e-→νX+e-).

→ Recoil electron preserves

the direction of incoming ν.

- ~20 events in a single day.

→ More than 100,000 events, so far.

■ Periodic analysis

- Lomb-Scargle method.

→ widely used for binned data.

- Analysis result depends on

how to divide data sample.

Astrophys. Spa. Sci. 49, 447 (1976).

A&A 496, 577 (2003).



Rayleigh power method (unbinned analysis)
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Background (random)

Solar ν signal 

(periodic?)

Red: Signal

Blue: BG

Example of this idea

(Not sensitivity)

■ Definition (Astrophys. J 710, 540 (2010))

𝒛 𝝊 =
𝟏

𝑵
σsin 𝟐𝝅𝝊𝒕𝒊

𝟐 + σcos 𝟐𝝅𝝊𝒕𝒊
𝟐

where N: total event, ν: given frequency

and  ti: detection time of event.

■ Feature and merit

- z(ν) becomes larger when periodic.

- Input: event by event (unbinned).

- 2 samples cos 𝜽𝒔𝒖𝒏 ⋚ 𝟎 to compare.



Results from SNO experiment
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Highest-confidence peak

103.385 day-1, 2%.

■ From reference paper (No positive signal)

- They searched for periodic signal in range of 1-144 day-1.

- They used ~7,600 neutrino events (SK 100,000).

Black: Data

Red: 90% C.L. for discovery

1-15 day-1 15-41 day-1 41-67 day-1

67-93 day-1 93-119 day-1 119-144 day-1

Figures taken from Astrophys. J. 710, 540 (2010). 

10 min ~ 24 hours



Summary and future prospect
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■ Solar neutrino

- Solar neutrinos are produced via nuclear fusion at the core.

- Production rate of 8B ν depends on its temperature, T24-25. 

■ Neutrino and g-mode

- Solar g-mode oscillation affects temperature (electron density).

- 8B solar neutrino may amplified by a factor of 170.

- Energy spectrum (Survival probability) may change.

■Method to search

- Super-Kamiokande has accumulated more than 100,000 events.

- Rayleigh power method developed by SNO experiment.

■ Future prospect

- Perform this analysis as soon as possible.

- Any theoretical suggestions are highly welcome. 


